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The time-independent scattering theory associated with the non-self-adjoint matrix Hamiltonians 
!!. of arrangement channel quantum mechanics is presented in detail first using the 3-particle case 
a~ an example. A key feature is the biorthogonality of a suitably constructed set of scattering 
eIgenvectors and duals. Channel space Moller operators, ~- and [-matrices are defined and a 
variety of properties investigated including the way multichannel unitarity is imbedded into the 
theory. Some remarks on the time-dependent theory are also made. A detailed discussion of 
channel space density matrix scattering theory (of interest, e.g., in reactive kinetic theory) is 
presented using the Liouville representation. We describe some special cases including the 
exclusion of breakup and 2 X 2 choices of three particle Ij. 
PACS numbers: 03.65.Nk, 03.80. + r 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Inherent difficulties with the standard Lippmann-
Schwinger equation approach to many-body scattering the-
oryl have recently lead to the development of a variety of 
alternative approaches.2 Most of these implement various 
forms of decomposition ofthe wavefunction or T-matrices to 
obtain "well behaved" scattering equations. In this work, we 
present an analysis of the scattering theory pertaining to the 
"arrangement channel quantum mechanics" (ACQM) ap-
proach.3 Thus, we consider a system of N distinguishable 
particles characterized by a Hamiltonian H (with cen'ter of 
mass kinetic energy removed) acting on the N-particle Hil-
bert space JY'. The ACQM theory is characterized by a ma-
trix Hamiltonian Ij with operator valued components H a{3 
where a,/3, ... belong to some subset of arrangement channels 
(clusterings) for the N particles. Typically, Ij is not self-ad-
joint (or even normal) but its components satisfy the summa-
tion condition4 
(1.1) 
Other constraints will be described later. 
The channel space form of the Schrodinger equation 
becomes 
(Ij - A)!J!. = Q (time independent), 
( Ij - i~)!J!. = Q (time dependent), 
(1.2) 
(1.3) 
where !J!. is a vector in the channel space C{; = Efl JY' with 
a 
components I tP a )EJY. Summing over the components of the 
rhs of these equations and using (1.1), it follows that either 
l'.a I tPa ) #0 and satisfies the corresponding Hilbert space 
equation or l'.a I tPa) = O. In the context of (1.2), the former 
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are called "physical" eigenvectors for which A = EER and 
the latter "spurious." 
Recently, there have been some extensive investigations 
into the spectral and semigroup theory for channel space 
Hamiltonian lJ. 5 ,6 Although these are expected to be typical-
ly scalar spectral having a complete set of physical and spur-
ious eigenvectors, this as yet has only been demonstrated for 
the Faddeev case (with some technical assumptions).6 Con-
sequently, it is appropriate to first consider the time-inde-
pendent scattering theory where we deal directly with IJ-
eigenvectors (rather than ei/lif/t as in the time-dependent 
theory). In fact, the original motivation for the introduction 
of the Ij operators was to provide a "well behaved" set of 
time-independent scattering equations amenable to numeri-
cal solution. 
If we denote by H a the a channel Hamiltonian so 
H = Hx + va for all a (where va consists of those poten-
tials external to channel a), then it is natural to make the 
decomposition 
Ij=Ijo + r, (1.4) 
where [Ijo1a{3 = t>a{3Ha and [na{3 involve potentials guaran-
teeing (1.1). The operator r is typically chosen so that the 
kernel of the resulting scattering equation 
(1.5) 
is "well behaved," Here (E - IJo)p, = Q, (i o± (E) 
= limE->o + (io(E ± iE), and (io(z) = (z - IJo) -I. One usually 
demands that the kernel <i o± (E ) r is connected after a finite 
number ofiterations2,5,7 guaranteeing uniqueness of the scat-
tering solutions oft 1.5) (to within any normalizable IJ-eigen-
vectors of the same "imbedded" eigenvalue). This require-
ment is further motivated by the "fiber compactness 
assumption,,7,8 that for reasonable potentials connectivity of 
some iterate leads to compactness of that or a higher (finite) 
iterate. This guarantees that standard numerical solution 
techniques are applicable. In our work we further elucidate 
the role of these conditions. 
In Sec. 2, we investigate the scattering theory of both 
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the eigenvectors and therr corresponding duals for a general 
3-particle, 3- (2-cluster) channellJ (remembering that lJ is 
not self-adjoint). A biorthogonality property is proved and 
channel space Moller operators defined. The corresponding 
~- and r-matrices are introduced in Sec. 3 and various pro-
perties, including multichannel unitarity, investigated. 
Some remarks on the corresponding time-dependent theory 
are made in Sec. 4. A scattering theory for channel space 
density matrices is presented in Sec. 5 using the Liouville 
representation. Various expressions for the transition super 
operator (which is related to the collision operator in the 
corresponding reactive Boltzmann equations) are provided. 
In Sec. 6, some modifications of the above 3-particle case and 
the extension to the N-particle case are discussed. 
2. SCATTERING EQUATIONS FOR EIGENVECTORS OF 
fj AND THEIR DUALS 
For purposes of illustration, in Secs. 2-5 we consider a 
system ofthree distinguishable particles labeled 1,2,3. Fur-
thermore, we consider only 3 X 3 channel space Hamilto-
nians lJ with components HaP labeled by the two cluster 
arrangement channels, namely (1)(2 3), (2)(13), (3)(12). The 
discussion ofSecs. 2-5 will go through with virtually no con-
straints on the choice of f other than that the required solu-
tions to the scattering equation (1.5) exist. However, the ad-
vantage of the "connected" choices is that any non-
uniqueness of the scattering solutions must correspond to 
spatially confined lJ-eigenvectors of the same eigenvalue as 
may be seen by iteration of the homogeneous equation. This 
suggests that all the scattering eigenvectors of lJ are ac-
counted for by the appropriate inhomogeneous solutions of 
(1.5) in contrast to the standard Lippmann-Schwinger equa-
tions. Clearly, the latter type of non uniqueness problems will 
arise for a continuous range of energies if some Haa can 
support bound states in channels other than a, and in Ap-
pendix A an example is given where Haa = Ha but discon-
nectivity still leads to such non uniqueness. 
Another consequence of a "connected" choice of 1: is a 
partial interpretational property of the components of i 
Specifically, it follows that the different two cluster (pair 
bound state) parts of the Hilbert space wavefunction are con-
tained asymptotically only in the appropriate channel com-
ponents. This may not hold for a disconnected choice of V 
even where Haa = Ha (see Appendix B). = 
It is convenient to characterize the eigenvectors of H 
assuming asymptotic completeness. If a = (i)(i k ) and bound 
states of(i k) exist, thenH has weak (scattering) eigenvectors 
I¢,;: > where + / - denotes an asymptotically prepared 
pre-/post-collisional state with (i k ) bound and (i) free. This 
asymptotic state is denoted I¢a > and is an eigenvector of Ha 
with the same energy (eigenvalue) as ¢,;:. There are also ei-
genvectors I¢o=t > where + / - denotes that the three parti-
cles are prepared pre-/post-collisionally asymptotically free. 
The asymptotic state here is a plane wave I¢o> of the same 
energy (eigenvalue) as I ¢o± >. For simplicity, we will suppress 
state labels in this work. There may also be true 3-particle 
bound state eigenvectors I¢n > of H. 
We now consider the weak (scattering) eigenvectors and 
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dual eigenvectors of lJ. We recall that the components of any 
eigenvector of lJ either sum to an H-eigenvector with the 
same real eigenvalue (physical) or sum to zero (spurioUS).4,5 
Also, by taking any eigenvector of H and constructing the 
corresponding equal component dual channel space vector, 
one obtains a dual eigenvector of lJ with the same eigenva-
lue.4.5 The asymptotic 2-cluster scattering eigenvectors !f!.! 
corresponding to I ¢ a± >, with eigenvalue E, satisfy 
(2.1) 
where [-Ea]P = oapl¢a > so (E -lJo)-Ea = Q. We also have 
linearly independent eigenvectors !f!.J)),j = 1,2,3, with eigen-
value E, satisfying 
!f!.J)) = -E oT}) + Q o± (E) f!f!.J)) , (2.2) 
where (E -lJo)-E J)) = Q and -E J)) - ~jl¢o> in the breakup 
region. Here ()i are linearly independent. We may, for exam-
ple, choose ~j = ~ where (~)a = Oaj so !f!.ot) = r£'!6 in the 
notation of Ref. 5. Another significant choice is where one of 
the !f!.oT)) is physical and the other two spurious, e.g., ~a (J~ is 
zero ifj = 1,2 and nonzero ifj = 3 (so the physical scattering 
eigenvectors of lJ are in 1-1 correspondence with those of 
H). 6 We term such a choice canonical. By considering all 
three !f!.J)) instead ofjustj = 3 (which is sufficient to "repre-
sent" the I ¢o± > physics), the inhomogeneous terms in (2.1) 
and (2.2) constitute a complete set of lJo-eigenvectors. This 
will allow definition of corresponding channel space Moller 
operators, independent of (Jj, on the whole of ~ . 
The asymptotic 2-cluSter dual scattering eigenvectors 
f a±' of lJ chosen with all components equal to (¢! I satisfy 
f!' =~~ +fa±'Hil(E), (2.3) 
where [~~]p = 0a,/3 (¢{31 so ~ ~(E -lJo) = Q'. We also con-
struct linearly independent dual eigenvectors f o~/ ,j = 1,2,3 
satisfying 
f O~)' = ~ ot] + f J)] Hi l (E ), (2.4) 
where ~o=tl(E - .lio) = Q' and ~ J)] -~P(¢ol in the breakup 
region. Here cpP are biorthogonal to the (Jj. If we make the 
above canoni~al choice of ~j, then ~ 3' an-d f oT31 have equal 
components. 
In this work, we assume that all of the above integral 
equations have suitable solutions which do, in fact, corre-
spond to weak eigenvectors of lJ. The type of analysis re-
quired to prove this rigorously is described for 2-particle 
scattering in Refs. 9 and 10. If there is any nonuniqueness in 
these equations, it is assumed a single appropriate solution is 
chosen. It has been observed previously5.6 that after explicit-
ly setting the components of f,;:' equal, (2.3) reduce to LS-
GT equations. II 
Standard manipulations can be performed for the above 
equations. For example, any solutions !f!.,f' of 
!f!.=-E+(io±(E)f!f!., f'=~'+fT(il(E), (2.5) 
where (E -lJo)-E = Q, ~ '(E -lJol = 0' satisfy 
!f!. = (! + (i ±(E)f)-E, f' = ~'(! + Hi +(E)), (2.6) 
respectively. Here (i ± (E) = lim£.....() + (i (E ± i€), 
(i(z) = (z -lJ )-1 and we have the standard resolvent equa-
tions 
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(l(z) = (lo(z) + (lo(z)1::'(l(z) = (lo(z) + (l(z)1::'(lo(z). (2.7) 
It is natural to ask whether the scattering eigenvectors 
and duals constructed above are biorthogonal in a general-
ized "delta-function" sense. This is readily verified if the 
dual vector has equal components. It is also anticipated to be 
true in general since the corresponding inhomogeneous 
terms in the integral equations are constructed to be biortho-
gonal. If the scattering eigenvectors of 11 described above 
together with all physical and spurious normalizable eigen-
vectors of 11 form a basis for the channel space (so 11 is scalar 
spectral), then biorthogonality is immediately verifiable.4 ,5 
However, it is possible to show that biorthogonality of the 
scattering eigenvectors holds without this assumption (Ap-
pendix C). 
We now define and investigate the properties of the 
channel space Moller operator from a time-independent per-
spective. Firstly,.(J ± are defined on the entire channel space 
by 
./,± -f} ±,I, ./,± -f} ±,I, ± 
~a - _ ~a' ~O{J) - _ 't:. O{J)' (2.8) 
so 
f} ± - ~.I.±t:-' + "if./,± t:- ±, 
- - 4-~a :!. a j..~0()):!. O()) , 
a O()) 
(2.9) 
where the # also include a sum/integral over state labels. 
Any ambiguity in (2.8) due to normalizable l1-eigenvectors 
imbedded into the continuum will not affect!1 ± in (2.9) 
regarded as operators on C(f (since the imbedded eigenvalues 
are a set of measure zero). We denote flJ ';"U = Range(.Q ±), 
the subspace spanned by the corresponding scattering eigen-
vectors and expect that flJ ~u = flJ.;,.u = flJ scali for reason-
able systems.9 ,10 Also flJ ~au = Range(~ ~tt) where 
(2.10) 
are .fI-invariant ( [ ~ ~att ,Jj] = 0), nonorthogonal projec-
tion operators (from biorthogonality). From (2.6) and (2.7) 
one obtains expressions for!1 ± in terms of the energy de-
pendent operators !1 ± (E). Explicitly, 
where.Q ± (E ) = lime--o + !1 (E ± iE) and 
!1 (z) = 1 + (l (z) 1::' = 1 + (lo(z) 1::'.Q (z). (2.12) 
Moller operators G ± associated with the dual scatter-
ing eigenvectors are defined on flJ ~II by 
~!' =€!'G ±, ~~){ =€~j{G ±. (2.13) 
Also defining a ± to be zero on Range (1 - ~ s~au ), we have 
(2.14) 
Of course, Range (a ±) is the full channel space. From (2.6) 
and (2.7) one obtains expressions for a ± in terms of the 
energy dependent operators G ± (E). Explicitly, 
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€~ij ± =€~a ±(Ea), €~){a ± =€~){a ±(EO(j))' 
(2.15) 
where G ± (E) = lime--o + a (E ± iE) and 
a (z) = 1 + 1::'(l (z) = 1 + ij (z)1::'(lo(Z). 
It is readily verified, from biorthogonality, that 
ji±f}±=I _ _ a.> 
f} ±f}- ± - rHl ± 
_ .... - ~ scalt· 
(2.16) 
(2.17) 
(2.18) 
In closing this section, we remark that clearly.Q ± and 
G ± are independent of the choice of {() i,f/> PI and satisfy 
the intertwining relations3 - -
H,n±=n±u ji±HflJ± =Hn± 
_ ... .t ..... ~ .. O' _ _ _ scalt _()II.. . (2.19) 
3. CHANNEL SPACE §- and I-MATRICES 
For our discussion of ~-matrices, we invoke the as-
sumption that ~ ~att = ~ ';"11' which is anticipated to hold 
for systems of interest. (In the 2-particle scattering theory, 
this question is analyzed using Moller operators and the cor-
responding identity termed "weak asymptotic complete-
ness.,,12) We now define channel space scattering operators 
by3 
(3.1) 
It then follows immediately from (2.17) and (2.18) that 
~ + ~ - = ~ - ~ + = I. (3.2) 
We shall show that although ~ ± are not unitary (ifthe 
breakup channel is open), the identity (3.2) does incorporate 
the relationships typically associated with "unitarity" for 
the multichannel reactive scattering problem. 13 
First, we make a connection between the matrix ele-
ments of ~ ± and those of the various corresponding Hilbert 
space operators S ;fp ,S ~ S o~, and S & using the obvious 
notation. Consider first 
(~ ± )aP = (€ ~ ~ ± p.p) 
= (~(r,¥!I) 
= <1/1: 11/11) 
=S;fp, (3.3) 
where again state labels have been suppressed and we have 
used the equal component property of ~ d ' and the summa-
tion property of pl' Further, it follows that 
(~ ± lap = (~ =F){Ja •• (3.4) 
For the other cases, it is convenient to use a canonical choice 
of f},j (and thus ¥!.~j1) withj = 3 (say) physical. One may simi-
larly verify that 
(~ ± )aO(j) = S ~~j,3' 
(~±)0(3).8 =S~, 
(~ ± )0(3)O{J) = S & ~j,3 • 
(3.5) 
The matrix elements with O(k ),k =j:. 3, as the bra are not sim-
ply determined. We have the additional relationships 
(~ ± )aO(3) = (~ =F )0(3)a .(~ ± )0(3)0(3)' = (~ =F )0(3)'0(3) ., (3.6) 
where in the second, we have indicated the interchange of 
state labels. 
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It may now be readily verified that ~ ± are not unitary 
for if this were the case it would require, for example, that 
when f!.j = ~, 
which contradicts (3.6) noting €. ~3) in that expression corre-
sponds to l:j€. ~}i here. 
The multichannel reactive scattering "unitarity" rela-
tionships are now readily obtained. Firstly, using (3.2), (3.3), 
and (3.5) and thus a canonical choice of f!.j, we obtain 
tJa.{3 = Is.~,~ ±~ =Ffp) 
= IIs.~~ ±fY)Is.~~ =Ffp) 
Y 
+ tls.~~ ±f~}l)Is.~}i,~ =Ffp) 
O(jl 
(3.8) 
where only j = 3 contributes in the second term. Similarly 
one obtains 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
= -.fo S o'}S~, + to S &IIS ;to,. ~ ~ (3.11) 
We remind the reader that for the canonical choice 
tP 3' = (1,1,1) but (J 3 can be any vector satisfying l:a (J ~ = 1. 
- -
Finally in this section, we make the connection between 
the ~-matrices described above and corresponding channel 
space Z'-matrices. Consider first the (~ ± )aP matrix ele-
ments. Now since 
;. J' = €. ~ (l + Hi ± (Ea)) = ;. a± ' + €. ~ f ({i ± (Ea) 
- {i =F (Ea)), (3.12) 
we have 
(~ ±)ap = (;. J ',1f!.l) 
= (;. a± ',1f!.l) + Is. ~,f({i ± (Ea) 
- {i (E ! ))1f!.l ) 
= tJa.{3 + 21TitJ(Ea - Ep)(€. ~,f1f!.l), (3.13) 
where we have used the formal identity from (A3), 
({i±(E)-{i=F(E))1f!.l = +2tritJ(E-Ep)1f!.l. (3.14) 
Equation (3.13) motivates the definition of channel space Z'-
matrices, 
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[± = f(J ±, 
so then 
(3.15) 
(3.16) 
Instead by decomposing 1f!.l in (3.13), analogous to 
(3.12), one obtains 
(~ ± )aP = tJap + 2tritJ(Ea - Ep)(t ± laP' (3.17) 
where 
(3.18) 
A similar analysis again implementing a canonical 
choice f!.j, withj = 3 physical, shows 
(~ ± )aO!3) = + 2tritJ(Ea - Eo)([ ± )aO!3) , (3.19) 
(~ ± )0(3)fJ = + 2tritJ(Eo - Ep)(t ± )0(3)fJ' (3.20) 
where in (3.19), we have decomposed;' a± ' and in (3.20), 1f!.l, 
analogous to (3.12). 
From (2.11), (2.12), (2.15), and (2.16) one obtains expres-
sions for r ± and t ± in terms of energy dependent opera-
tors r ± (E). Explicitly, for any choice of f!.j, 
[± p.P = [ ± (Ep)p'p, r ± t2 OT}l = [ ± (Eo(}l)P. ~}1' 
(3.21) 
€.~l:± =€.~[±(Ea)' €'cf}il:± =€.cf}ir±(Eo(}l)' 
(3.22) 
where [ ± (E) = limE-oO + f(E ± iE) and3•14,15 
f(z) = !;' + l:Xi (zlf = f + nlo(Z)r(z) 
= f + Z'(z){io(z)f· (3.23) 
From (3.21) and (3.22) it follows that l' ± and t ± coincide 
on the.(to-energy-shell [consistent with (3.16) and (3.17)]. 
A reactive optical theorem is readily derived in a chan-
nel space setting from the identities 
f(E + iE) - f(E - iE) = f({i(E + iE) - {l(E - iE))f 
= !;'{l (E ± iE)( - 2iE){i (E + iE) f 
= l' (E ± iE){lo(E ± iEl( - 2iE) 
X Go(E + iE)[(E + iE) 
= [(E ± iE)({io(E + iE) 
- Go(E - iE))f(E + iE). (3.24) 
Thus, formally we can write 
l'+(E) - l'-(E) = - 2tril' ± (E)tJ(E - .(to)l' =F(E). 
(3.25) 
Finally, we remark that it follows from (3.16), (3.17), 
(3.19), (3.20), and (3.3) and (3.5) that we have agreement on 
the.(to-energy-shell of the matrix elements of l' ± ,t ± and 
those of the corresponding Hilbert space T-matrices for any 
choice of lJ. 
4. TIME-DEPENDENT SCATTERING THEORY FOR 
VECTORS AND DUAL VECTORS 
Some significant complications occur in the time-de-
pendent channel space scattering theory not present in treat-
ments involving self-adjoint Hamiltonians. In solving the 
equations 
i."i.1f!. = Ht/J, 
at - (4.1) 
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-i~'=r'H 
"at';;.. ';;..-' (4.2) 
one must consider the sense in which ilJ generates a time 
evolution group (remembering lJ is typically not self-adjoint 
or even normal). It has been shown, with some weak con-
straints, that -lJ generates a holomorphic semigroup e - z.(J 
in the open right half-plane. However, at present, it has only 
been proved that this semigroup extends to the imaginary z 
axis to yield a time-evolution group e - ilfi.(Jt when ris strictly 
bounded.5 In contrast, we indicate below that, with some 
mild technical assumptions, a functional calculus for lJ (and 
thus e - I/fi.(Jt) can always be constructed on a suitable sub-
space. 
Define e ~att to be the projection operator associated 
with ¥!.;;- and ¥!.®) and their biorthogonal duals for a canoni-
cal choice of~j withj = 3 physical. If any bound states It/tn) 
of H are imbedded into lJ-eigenvectors ¥!.n and if;' ~ are the 
corresponding equal component duals, define 
ebnd = ~n ¥!.n;' ~. Further define I!1';att = ~ s~att - e ';att' 
the projection operator associated with spurious scattering 
solutions; e ± = ebnd + e ~att' the physical projection oper-
ator of Refs. 4-6 and ~ ± = fbnd + ~ s~att. All of these are 
ll-invariant. Ifwe assume the eigenvectors associated with 
~ ± form part of a basis for Crff, then it must be generalized 
Besselian from asymptotic considerations (i.e., convergent 
linear combinations are L 2) and is assumed generalized Hil-
bertian (i.e., all L 2 linear combinations are convergentj. 16 
This, in particular, guarantees that the projection operators 
and Moller operators (of Sec. 2) are bounded. Furthermore, 
II is real eigenvalue scalar spectral on Range (fZ ± ) (and can 
be regarded as *-self-adjoint there where the involution * is 
associated with the conjugate linear duality mapping taking 
eigenvectors to dual vectors). Previous corresponding results 
were stated only for Range (f ± ).5 In particular, we have 
e+ilfi.(Jt~± = e+i11i'f:±.(Jt = Le+iIIiEnt¥!.n;'~ 
n 
+ t e + i1IiEat¥!.a±;' a± ' 
a 
+ ..f. + ilIiEOi,jJt." ± r ± ' ~ e ~OU1 ';;.. 0U1 
%1 
(4.3) 
which, from the Hilbertian basis assumption, may be shown 
uniformly bounded on Crff. If !l2 = I - & ± is zero as in the 
Faddeev case6 or if the corresponding s~bspace is spanned 
by normalizable spurious eigenvectors of lJ, then lJ is scalar 
spectral on the whole channel space5 [so, e.g., (4.3) extends 
accordingly]. Even where this is not the case a functional 
calculus on the whole channel space may still be available. 17 
If there are any complex eigenvalue spurious solutions, then 
ei1fi.(Jt will not be uniformly bounded.5 
Now we give an heuristic discussion of the scattering 
behavior of vector wave pulses with various asymptotic clus-
terings. Firstly, let t/!.;;- (t ) be a wave pulse satisfying (4.1) with 
channel a stable asymptotic clustering p'a (t ) as t--+ =+= 00. 
Clearly p.a(t) is evolved by.(fo and (p.a(t))p = Dap l<Pa(t ). 
Thus for suitably well-behaved potentials, we expect that 
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s 
¥!.a±(t)-p.a(t) as t--++ 00, (4.4) 
i.e., 
e - i/li('f: ± ).(Jt¥!.a± (0) - e - ilfi.(Jotp.a (0)-:0 as t--+ + 00, 
(4.5) 
where "s" indicates strong convergence and where ~ ± (or 
~ s~att ) may be inserted explicitly without change. Similarly 
let ¥!.ot1 (t ) be a wave pulse satisfying (4.1) corresponding to 
the three particles asymptotically free. The asymptotic be-
havior prior to sequential or simultaneous interaction 
between all three particles is characterized by p. J'J1 (t ) 
evolved by IJo. Also P. oTJ1 (t) - ~jl<Po(t) in the asymptotically 
free region (i.e., prior to.interaction between any particles) 
where 1 <Po(t ) is evolved by the pure kinetic energy operator. 
Thus for suitable potentials, we expect that 
s 
¥!.OTJ1(t)-P.ot1(t) as t--++ 00, (4.6) 
i.e., 
e - i/li('f: ± ).(Jt¥!.J'J1 (0) - e - ilfi.(Jotp. J'J1 (0)-:0 as t--+ =+= 00. 
(4.7) 
From (4.5) and (4.7) we conclude that 
11 ± = s-lim e + il"£! ±.(Jte - ilfi.(Jot, 
1_+ 00 
(4.8) 
and if in addition ilJ generates a uniformly bounded time 
evolution group, then als03•5 
11 ± = s-lim e + ilfi.(Jte - ilfl.(Jot. (4.9) 
1-=F 00 
A rigorous analysis of the conditions on the potentials re-
quired for convergence of(4.9) can be made using a modified 
Cook's method incorporating the uniform boundedness as-
sumption followed by a stationary phase analysis. 5.9 
It is appropriate here to introduce the channel space 
interaction picture3 defined by 
¥!.I(t) = e + ilfi.(Jot¥!.(t). 
Then, for example, 
¥!.a± (0) = !J (t )¥!.!i (t ) =!J ± p'a (0), 
¥!.ot1 (0) = !J (t )¥!'J'Jv(t ) = 11 ± P. J'J1 (0), 
where 11 (t) = e + i/li('f: ± ).(Jte - ilfi.(Jot, and since 
s s 
(4.10) 
(4.11) 
(4.12) 
t/!.a=}(t)--+p'a(O), ¥!.J'J1I(t)--+P.6l'J1(0) as t--++ 00 (4.13) 
for suitable potentials, it then follows that 
11 ± = s-lim.(1 (t ) (4.14) 
t~=t= 00 
provided !J (t ) is uniformly bounded (in agreement with the 
above analysis). 
We consider now the corresponding aspects of the scat-
tering of dual vector wave pulses. If;' ~ (t ) is a wave pulse 
satisfying (4.2) with channel a stable asymptotic clustering, 
then clearly 
s 
(;';;-'(t))p = (t/ta±(t)I-(<Pa(t)1 for all pas t--++ 00. 
(4.15) 
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In terms of the interaction picture which here takes the form 
f;(t) = f '(t)e - iH1tfot, (4.16) 
we have 
s w 
(f~I(t)),8-(t,6a(t)le-i/Mi"'---+8a,8(t,6a(O)1 as t---++ 00. 
(4.17) 
Using obvious notation (4.17) becomes 
w 
f ~I(t )~a (0) as t---+ + 00. (4.18) 
Next let f &,{(t) be a wave pulse satisfying (4.2) analogous to 
p. &'1 (t ) with asymptotically free particles and let € &,{(t ) be 
the corresponding .(to-evolved asymptotic form analogous to 
p. &'1 (t). Then in contrast to (4.18) we expect that 
s 
f &,{(t )-€ &,{(t) , 
so 
s 
f &'1~(t )~ &'1 (0) as t---+ + 00, (4.19) 
from the same intuitive reasoning as in the p. &'1 (t ) case. Now 
f a± '(0) = ; a7 '(t ).e + i/~Ifote - i/liI,~ ±)t1t = €! '(O).q ±, 
(4.20) 
f &,{(O) = f &,{/(t )·e + i/~ote - i/liI,~ ±)t1t = € ~,1(0).q ±, 
(4.21) 
which suggests (but does not prove) that 
.q ± = w-lime + i/~ote - i/liI,~ ± )t1t 
t_+ 00 
(4.22) 
if the limit exists. In fact, this identity can only be satisfied if 
the partial componentwise interpretational property holds 
for the 1f!'s. In general the limit on the rhs is "less" than.q ± 
corresponding to outgoing 2-cluster flux lost to the wrong 
channels (see Appendix D). 
5. SCATTERING THEORY FOR DENSITY MATRICES 
AND THE LIOUVILLE REPRESENTATION 
The time-dependent Liouville/V on Neumann equation 
for a channel space density matrix~(t) has the form4 
i1~(t) = [.(t~(t)]. 
It is convenient to introduce the super-operators 
.g 0 = [.(to, ], ~ = [f, ], 
.g = .go + ~ = [.(t, ]. 
A further useful decomposition is illustrated byi8.19 
.!t' 0 = io - io*, where io =.(to ®L 
io* =l®.(to*, 
~=~-~*, where~=f®L 
(5.1) 
(5.2) 
~*=l®f*, (5.3) 
etc., using the notation (4 ®.B *)' = 4'.B (cf. Eu20). Pro-
vided ~(O) = fl ± ~(O) fl ± , the solution to (5.1) can be for-
mally written as 
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~(t) = e - j/~.?t(fl ± ® fl ± °112(0) 
= e - j/liI,~ ±)t1~(O)e + j/liI,~ ±)t1t. (5.4) 
In discussing density matrix scattering theory, we shall 
make use of the interaction picture 
~At) = e + j/IiI.,,~(t) = e + j/~o~(t)e - j/~ot. (5.5) 
Consider a time-dependent scattering problem with packet-
like, trace-class solution ~ ± (t). The asymptotic condition 
corresponding to (4.13), (4.18), and (4.19) for collisions where 
the particle clustering is asymptotically resolved (e.g., the 
chemical composition of a reactive gas is typically precolli-
sionally resolved in the Boltzmann regime) becomes 
~l(tH/as(O). (5.6) 
Here ~/as (0) is diagonal with respect to the channel indices of 
necessity for the partially bound channels and can be so cho-
sen for the breakup channel. The sense of the limit is de-
scribed below. Formal manipulation of(5.6) yields 
~±(O) =~l(O) = O±~as(O), (5.7) 
where the Moller super-operators () ± are given by 
() ± = lim e+ jHi~t(fl ± ® g; ± *)e-j/~~ot. (5.8) 
t---++ 00 -
Jauch et al.21 argue, in a Hilbert space scattering theory set~ 
ting, that a physical statement of the asymptotic condition 
should involve density matrices with a limit in terms of a 
certain physical topology (which in their case corresponds to 
a trace class norm). The limit in (5.6) and (5.8) should be 
regarded appropriately. 5 If the potentials are such that 11 ± 
and.q ± exist (a stronger condition than the existence of 
o ± , Ref. 21), then 
O±4=(l±4.q±. (5.9) 
From the Moller super-operators (5.8), we can define 
transition super-operators ~±, analogous to (3.15) and 
(3.18), by 
~± = ~()±. (5.10) 
Thus from (5.2) and (5.9), we have 
~ ± 4 = X ± 411 ± - 11 ± 4Z' 'F 
= '[ ±4 -4Z''F + ,[±4Z''FQl(Eb ) 
- QO±(Ek)'[ ±4Z' 'F, (5.11) 
where Ebl E k are the energies of the .(io-eigen braslkets of 4 . 
This form is familiar from comparison with collision opera-
tors in quantum Boltzmann equations where typically the 
latter version is used (with some cancellation due to energy 
diagonality of density matrices). 22-26 
We now mimic the discussion of Snider and Sanctu-
ary23 to provide scattering equations for the above super-
operators. For motivational and notational convenience we 
first present scattering equations for the channel space X's of 
the form 
r ± = f + ffto±(r ±), (5.12) 
where the super-operator ft o± ( ) is defined by 
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[£ o±(~) = I (io±(E)4 deo(E) 
= lim I I 1. deo(E')4 deo(E) 
£---+0+ E-E'±l€ 
= lim II 1,. dflo(E',E)4 
£---+0+ E-E ±l€ 
= lim ( ± i€ - o!{ 0)-1(.8.) 
£---+0+ 
= Go( ± i€)(4 ), (5.13) 
where {eo(E)} is the spectral family of projectors for lJo, 
d fl olE ' ,E) = deo(E ') ® deo(E), and Go(z) = (z - o!{ 0) - I. 
Thus (i o± (E ) are the spectral components of [£ o± . Clearly 
[± = I r ±(E)dfo(E). (5.14) 
Returning to the case of the abstract super-operators, y± 
satisfy -
.z± = ~ + ~Go±(.'L±), (5.15) 
where the (super-) super-operator Go± satisfies 
Go±(4) = lim IIII 1 . d~o(Ek,E;') 
£---+0+ 8E - 8E' ± l€ 
X4d~0(Ek,Eb) 
lim I I(8E - o!{ 0 ± iE)-14 drlo(Ek,Eb) 
£---+0+ 
= lim IIGo(8E±iE)~d~0(Ek,Eb) (5.16) 
£---+0+ 
and 8E = Ek - E b, etc. Thus Go± (8E) are the spectral com-
ponents ofGo±' 
It is appropriate to introduce frequency (energy differ-
ence) dependent transition super-operators 
.z-± (w) = lim£---+o + .'L(w ± iE) where .z-(z) satisfies 
.'L(z) = ~ + ~Go(z).'L(z) = ~ + .z(z)Go(z)~. (5.17) 
Thus 
Z-± = I I Z-±(8E)dflo(Ek,Eb)' (5.18) 
so if o!{ 04 = wd then Z- ± (4 ) = .z-± (w)4. Various other 
relationships can be obtained for the .z-(z)'s, O(z),s, and ap-
propriate Green functions by standard manipulations (the 
Hilbert space analogs of some of these are given in Ref. 23 
and a more complete list presented in Appendix C). We re-
mark that in the treatment of the scattering theory for energy 
diagonal density matrices, as with application to reactive 
Boltzmann equations, .'L ± reduce to .'L ± 
= lim£---+o + .'L( ± iE). 
Under certain conditions the analysis of Fanol9 may be 
adapted to provide a contour integral representation for the 
transition super-operator .'L(z). Firstly, we note that if 
~o(z) = (z - ~o) -I , ~~(z) = (z - &'~) -I then 
Go(z) = (z - &'0 + -:i~)-I = ~o(z + ~~) 
= - ~~(-:io - z). 
Ifwe define {(z),[*(z) as the solutions of 
£(z) = ~ + ~~o(z)£(z) = ~ + {(z)~o(z)~, 
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(5.19) 
(5.20) 
{*(z) = e* + {*(z)~~(Z)e* = e* + e*~~(z){*(z), (5.21) 
then, from (5.19), it follows that 
{(z + ~~) = e + eGo(z){(z + ~~) = ... , (5.22) 
{*(~o - z) = e* - {*(~o - z)Go(z)e* = .... (5.23) 
Furthermore, since ~o(z) = (io(z) ® L ~~(z) = l ® (i ~(z) we 
conclude also that (cf. Eu20) 
liz + a~) = [(z + ~~) ®L (5.24) 
~(~o - z) = l® r*(~o - z). (5.25) 
Secondly, we make use of the fact that since .!t' 0 = ~o - ~~ 
represents a decomposition of o!{ 0 into commuting parts, 
one may show 
(5.26) 
where 7lE(0,lm z). The proof parallels that Hugenholtz27 for 
operators with discrete spectra but uses an extension of the 
Dunford functional calculus for the unbounded self-adjoint 
operator lJo. 
At this stage we assume that {(z),{*(z) are analytic off 
the real z axis (which, in particular, requires that lJ have no 
complex eigenvalue spurious solutions). Then using the re-
sults listed above, the analysis ofFanol9 may be modified to 
show that 
.z-(z) = {(z + &'~) - [*(~o - z) 
I f+=+i'l 
+ 21Ti _ "" +i'l dt [~o(t) - ~~(t - z)]{(t) 
X{*(t - z)[~o(t) - ~~(t - z)]. (5.27) 
The analysis of Eu20 may be adapted to give an alternative 
derivation of(5.27) in which the requirements that a(lJ)ER 
and 
-21 . i.dt(t-lJ)-1 =Q if Cn{Imt=O} =0 
1Tl jc 
=1 
if counterclockwise C "encloses" {1m t = O} (5.28) 
are clear. 
A somewhat different algebraic expression for .z-(z) 
may also be obtained from an adaption of Eu's work as fol-
lows. 20 Define 
..f: 1 (z) = ~ + ~Go(z).'L(z), 
..f: 2(Z) = ~* + ~*Go(z).'L(z), 
so that 
.'L(z) = ..f: 1 (z) - ..f: 2(Z). 
(5.29) 
(5.30) 
(5.31) 
Substituting (5.31) into (5.29) and (5.30) and using (5.22) and 
(5.23) to achieve appropriate rearrangements, one obtains 
- {(zQ+ ~~)) 
(5.32) 
Iterating (5.32) once decouples the equations for..f' 1 and..f' 2 
leading to the formal solutions 
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.t 1 (z) = (! + {(z + a~)Go(z){*(&'o - Z)GO(Z))-I 
x ({(z + 4~) - {(z + 4~) Go(z)t*(4o - z)) 
.t 2(Z) = (l + {*(4o - z)Go(z){(z + 4~)GO(Z))-1 
x ({*(aO - Z) + {*(4o - z)Gotz){(z + 4~))· (5.33) 
It is elucidating to compare (5.33) with (5.11) acting on 
an eigenket p.a5.P of ..r o. Retaining only terms quadratic in 
the ['s in (5.33), one obtains 
~±(Ea -Ep)p.a5.P 
;::;[ ±(Ea)p.a5.P - p.a5.P[ ~(Ep) 
+ [± (Ea - Ep + Eb)P.a5.P[ ~(Ep)(i l(Ep) 
-(it(Ea)[±(Ea)p.a5.p[~(Ek -Ea + Ep), (5.34) 
where Eb/Ek are the energies of the .(fo-eigen braslkets of 
this operator. In contrast, (5.11) shows that 
~±p.a5.P = ~± (Ea - Ep)p.a5.P 
= [±(Ea)p.a5.P - p.a5.P[ ~(Ep) 
+ r ± (Ea)p.a5.P[ ~(Ep)Q l(Ep) 
- Qo± (Ea)[ ±(Ea)p.a5.pr ~(Ep). 
(5.35) 
Thus, except where Ea = Ek, Ep = Eb, different energies 
appear in the quadratic terms of(5.34) and (5.35). The differ-
ence must be accounted for in the higher order terms of 
(5.33). Olmsted et al.28 have further investigated this ques-
tion (for the Hilbert space analog). 
6. RESTRICTIONS, MODIFICATIONS, AND 
EXTENSIONS 
First we consider a restriction of the analysis of the 3-
particle problem in previous sections to the case where the 
breakup channel is strictly closed. Such systems considered 
here incorporate a true 3-body potential which guarantees 
that the total potential becomes unbounded in the breakup 
region (see Fig. 1). The asymptotic ItP a) for each arrange-
ment channel a include an infinite number of bound states. 
Furthermore, there are now no scattering solutions 1 tPo± ). 
For a real system with tightly bound pairs, it may be 
possible to add a fictitious 3-body potential to strictly ex-
clude breakup at all energies without significantly affecting 
the nonreactive and rearrangement collision dynamics of 
tightly bound reactants for a significant range of energies (of 
course, artificial higher energy bound states are introduced 
in all channels). 
We expect there to be scattering solutions tf!.! as before 
but the association with integral equations must be reexa-
mined. For type IB potentials, all infinite wall potentials 
must appear on diagonal [otherwise (1.1) requires off-diag-
onal.(f components with regions of - 00 potential). This 
allows construction of incoming spurious solutions with 
asymptotic parts in the "wrong" channels and allows spur-
ious parts in outgoing parts of physical scattering solutions 
(thus destroying interpretation). Consequently, we confine 
our attention to type IA potentials and BKLT choice of lJ 
where only appropriate channel potentials (infinitely deep 
wells) appear on diagonal. Application ofthe techniques of 
Appendix B demonstrates that the components of the scat-
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FIG. 1. Potential plots for ~. ~~. collinear configurations. 
'12 '2) 
tering solution have the desired interpretational features (the 
appearance of channel Hamiltonians on diagonal in itself is 
not enough to guarantee the desired interpretational proper-
ty as may be seen by analysis of the disconnected example of 
Appendix A). The..(io-eigenvectors {~a 1 by themselves form 
a basis for Crf so (J ± are still defined on the whole space and 
thus, from (3.1) and (3.4), ~ ± are unitary (in the usual sense 
for operators on the Hilbert space Crf). 
Consider next a three particle system where there are no 
(12) bound states. We examine a corresponding 2X2 chan-
nel space Hamiltonian.(f, where the components are labeled 
bya,/3, ... = (1)(2 3),(2)(13),havingthedecomposition..(i= 
!Jo + fwith (!JO)aP = 8apHp. Forming the corresponding 
integral equation, the discussion of Sees. 2-5 may be readily 
modified to demonstrate the existence of scattering solutions 
tf!.a± with a = (1)(2 3), (2)(13), and tf!.~J) withj = 1,2 corre-
sponding to ItPa±) and ItPo±), respectively. The correspond-
ing inhomogeneous terms are given by the .(fo-eigenvectors 
(p.a)p = (jap ItPa > and p. ~J) -~jltPo> in the breakup region 
where ()i,j = 1,2 are linearly independent. Although no 
choice of 2 X 2 H is connected, one might expect that pro-
vided Hp ctHaa-(i.e., Vp ctHaa) for a=/={3, the partial inter-
pretational property will be satisfied (or a full interpreta-
tional property if breakup and the physically unstable 
channel are excluded as above). This may be verified by ap-
plication of the methods of Appendix B showing specificially 
that outgoing i cluster bound state contributions are con-
tained only in the ith component (i = 1,2). For certain 
choices of.(f there may exist spurious wavelike solutions as-
sociated with unphysical Hamiltonians of the type disco-
vered in Appendix A. These will not interfere with the inter-
pretational property (see Appendix F). 
Finally, we describe the extension of arrangement chan-
nel (space) scattering theory to the case of N distinguishable 
particles. The following characterization of scattering eigen-
vectors and duals analogous to Sec. 2 has been given by Ev-
ans.5 Let ItP !:a' > denote the scattering eigenvector of Ha 
with asymptotic clustering a' finer than a (if a = a' drop the 
± ). Set [p. !:a' ]p = oa{J ItP !:a')' If!J =!Jo + fwhere 
(..(io)aP = oapHa (where a,/3 range over a subset of arrange-
ment channels of interest), then the scattering eigenvectors 
tf!.!:a' corresponding to ItP';'= > (which generalize tf!.! ,t£~ of 
the 3-particle case) satisfy 
tf!.!:a· =p.a~a' + (io±(E)ftf!.!:a'· (6.1) 
A discussion of the "canonical" choice as well as the corre-
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sponding dual scattering eigenvectors is given in Ref. 5. The 
analysis of Appendix A extends to prove biorthogonality of 
these scattering eigenvectors and duals. Since p. !:a' form a 
complete set of .flo-eigenvectors on the channel space C(; , the 
Moller operators.(1 ± ,.(1 ± associated with these scattering 
solutions may be defined so that dom(.Q ±) = C(f. range 
(.(1 ±) = C(f. A development parallel to that of Secs. 2-5 is 
readilv obtained. 
Connected choices of IJ again have special features. 
Suppose a,/J, ... include all 2-cluster channels and possibly 
some others, then the corresponding BKLT choice is con-
nected. Thus any nonuniqueness in (6.1) corresponds to spa-
tially confined .fI-eigenvectors. Furthermore. the techniques 
of Appendix B may be applied to show that a partial inter-
pretational property again holds. Specifically, the 2-cluster 
parts of the Hilbert space scattering wavefunction are con-
tained only in the appropriate channel components. More 
generally, any channel component contains parts of the scat-
tering wavefunction corresponding to that and finer cluster-
ings [cf., Ref. 29]. For the case where only 2-cluster channels 
are retained, Kouri et al. 3 demonstrate the agreement 
between corresponding channel and Hilbert space scattering 
matrix elements by manipulating scattering equations and 
using Lippmann's identity (rather than via the more succinct 
wavefunction approach described previously). 
Consider the case where the N particle system is con-
fined to 2-cluster channels (a potential generalizing that of 
type lA excludes breakup). Then a connected BKLT choice 
of li guarantees the full interpretational property for the 
scattering eigenvector components. Furthermore. the corre-
sponding.s ± are unitary on C(f. Both these features are cru-
cial in our development, from a channel space perspective, of 
a kinetic theory for a dilute reactive gaseous system (where 
breakup and recombination are excluded). 26 In the latter we 
also consider an N-particle, m-cluster system where breakup 
o 
o 
(G3VIGIV3)n-I(G3VIGIV2) 
(GI V 3G3Vl)n(GI V2) 
o 
o 
I 
and the four corner elements each contains terms of the form 
(GOV2t (after expansion of GI,G3). 
In Sec. 2, we discuss the solutions of the inhomogeneous 
scattering equation (1.5) associated with the decomposition 
li = .flo + f· To obtain other scattering solutions of .fI 
in (AI) which correspond to homogeneous solutions of(1.5), 
we make the decomposition li = li2 + f2, where 
lJ2=(~ ~2 ~2), f2=(~1 VI; V3 
V2 0 T V3 0 
A complete set of lJ2 eigenvectors is given by 
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and recombination are excluded by inclusion of a suitable 
potential. Again a BKLT choice with components labeled by 
m-cluster channels will guarantee the desired interpreta-
tional properties. Furthermore, these properties are pre-
served for suitable energies if a spatially confining potential 
is added (of course, here, if the energy is too high, then the 
assignment of clustering inside the container becomes 
fuzzy). These results follow from the type of analysis de-
scribed in Appendix B. 
For comparison with the 3-particle discussion, we final-
ly consider the general N-particle problem where one or 
more of the 2-cluster channels do not correspond to a stable 
molecule. If the connected.fl includes all 2-cluster channels 
except some of these, then the partial interpretational prop-
erty for the 2-cluster parts of the scattering wavefunction is 
satisfied. The scattering equations may, however, exhibit ho-
mogeneous spurious wavelike solutions as seen in Appendix 
F. If no 2-cluster channels are stable, then a BKL T choice of 
li with components labeled by stable 3-cluster (and possibly 
finer) channels will exhibit a partial interpretational proper-
ty with respect to the 3-cluster part of the scattering wave-
funtion. There are further obvious extensions of these re-
sults. 
APPENDIX A 
We shall use the notation i = (i)(j k), i = 1,2,3 where 
I i,j.k J = 11,2,3 J and Vi = V;k for the potential internal to 
channel i so Hi = T + Vi> where T is the kinetic energy. 
Further, H = Hi + Vi for all i where Vi = V; + Vk assum-
ing there are no true 3-body forces. We consider the channel 
space Hamiltonian 
(
HI V2 
lJ= 0 H2 
Vi 0 
(AI) 
This does not correspond to a connected choice of f since 
n;;;'O, (A2) 
{(I~»). ~(;JC t:l 1A4) 
where I liP ) J = IliP2)' liP l) 10 I¢) I = 11¢2) I¢ 2±) J) con-
stitute a complete set of H2 (H2 = T - V2) partially bound 
and scattering eigenvectors. These may be taken as the 
asymptotic parts p. i ± I of lJ scattering eigenvectors ¥!.± 
which satisfy 
¥!.± =p' i ±I+<ll(E)f2¥!.±. (AS) 
Choosing liP ) = liP l ), I¢ ) = I¢ l ) in (A4) generates 
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from (AS) the scattering solutions 
in (AS) generates 1{(~(1 3) discussed previously, and choosing 
~ =~(Iifo~») 
2 lifoz) 
generates another physical scattering solution correspond-
ing to I rPl ) which is a homogeneous solution of (1. 5). We 
can, of course, keep one of these as the physical representa-
tive and replace the second by a difference (generating a new 
spurious wavelike .(f-eigensolution). If any 1¢2) exist, then 
choosing 
( 
I¢z) ) 
~= 0 
-I¢z) 
generates another new spurious wavelike .(f-eigensolution 
which is a homogeneous solution of(1.5). The discussion of 
the spectral theory and functional calculus for ACQM Ham-
iltonians of Ref. 5 must be slightly modified for this case. In 
particular, if lJ in (AI) is scalar spectral, then the newly dis-
covered wavelike eigensolutions must be included in the ba-
sis. 
APPENDIXB 
We investigate here the componentwise interpreta-
tional features of the scattering eigenvectors I{ ± of.(f first 
for a connected choice of f. Making a formal expansion of 
the solution of I{ ± = ~ ± + (i o± (E) fl{ ± yields 
IrP/) = lifo l) + G/(E)[ f n~o ((io±(E)fr~ t (BI) 
using the component labeling notation of Appendix A. The 
appearance of G / (E ) allows I rP/ ) to support channelj 
clustering [i.e., (i k ) bound states where {i j k J = { I 2 3 J]. 
The key feature of the connectivity assumption is that it 
guarantees we cannot resum the second term in (B I) to ob-
tain a contribution of the form G! (E ) ... where k i= j. Here 
we assume this means that IrP/) cannot support channel k 
clustering. 
Another approach uses the differential form of the 
channel space Schrooinger equation. We simply look at the 
form of.(f in each asymptotic tube and check which compon-
ents of I{ can support the corresponding bound states, 
e.g., in the 2-tube 
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Thus (.(f B - E)I{ = 0 in the 2-tube becomes 
T Ilf/I) = E IrPI)' 
T IrP3) + VzlrPl) = E IrP3)' 
H21rP2) + VZ lrP3) = E IrPz), 
(B2) 
(B3) 
so IrPI) and thus IrP3) cannot support channel2-clustering 
(unlike I rPz»)' Both these techniques carry over to the N-par-
ticle case. 
Application of both approaches to the example of Ap-
pendix A suggests how the interpretational property breaks 
down. If 
then 
I(GI V 3G3 VI)n(GI V 2 )lifo2) 
n>O 
lifo2) 
I(G3VIGIV3)n-IG3VIGIVzlifoz) 
n>1 
(B4) 
demonstrating that any post collision 2-channel bound pair 
part of the wavefunction is distributed between IrPI± ) and 
IrP3±)' Accordingly, we can resum the expressions for these 
components to obtain a contribution G l .. · . This behavior 
is obvious from the differential form of the .(f eigenvector 
equation and the structure of .(fz. 
APPENDIXC 
A proof of the biorthogonality of the scattering eigen-
vectors and duals of.(f is given here using biorthogonality of 
the corresponding inhomogeneous terms in their integral 
equations (eigenvectors and duals of .(fo). As mentioned in 
the text, this property is directly verifiable where the dual 
eigenvector has equal components. However, a proof cover-
ing all cases is given here. Accordingly, we implement a gen-
eral notation where I{l ,'l ' denote any scattering eigen-
vector and corresponding dual of.(f associated with energy 
eigenvalue EJ • The corresponding inhomogeneous terms are 
denoted by ~ l ,€.l ' (the ± here can be dropped for 
I{a±,'a± '). 
Our aim is thus to prove that 
('l ',I{i) = 8J.K 
which should be interpreted as 
(; l', fdK aKl{i) =aJ 
(CI) 
(C2) 
for suitable a K' Here S dK denotes sum/integration over the 
state labels and 8 J,K is the corresponding Kronecker/Dirac 
delta function. The following restricted spectral representa-
tion result for .(f, derived from the Plemelj relations, is re-
quired here: 
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(i ±(E) J dK aKt/!.i!(-) 
= JdKaK(+i1f~(E-EK)+ & )t/!.i!(-).(C3) 
E-EK 
Here & represents the Cauchy principal value integral. A 
corresponding representation for (i o± (E ) comes from the 
standard theory since lJo is self-adjoint. 
As a preliminary to proving (C2), we consider 
(~:f/,r(i'F(EK) J dJaJt/!.l) 
= J dJaJ{ ±i1r(~j',rt/!.l)~(EK -EJ) 
+ (ffl,r (EK ~EJ) t/!.l)} 
= - J dJaAff',(io±(EJ)rt/!.l)· 
Thus finally, 
(~f', J dJaJt/!.l) 
= (ff I,I! + f(i 'F(EKll J dJ aJt/!.l) 
= J dJaJ(ff I,{! - (io±(EJ)f)t/!.l) 
= J dJaJ(ff',~j) 
(C4) 
=~ ~~ 
as required. We have used (2.6), (C4), (2.1), and (2.2). 
APPENDIXD 
We first give an example demonstrating how break-
down of the componentwise interpretational property im-
plies that 
.(J -I(t)-M] ±. (01) 
We take the Hamiltonian of Appendix A and suppose that 
(1 3) bound states exist. The outgoing 2-channel bound state 
components in t/!.(t(l 3) were shown to be distributed between 
the 1 and 3 components. Consequently, if 
f i (t) = (0, (t,62(0) leilNl,t,O) then 
0-(fi(t),t/!.(t(13)(t)) 
= (f 2 (O),.(J -I(t )t/!.(t(1 3) (0)) 
-.fr(f 2 (O),.Q - t/!.(t( I 3dO)) 
= s 2~2 as t-+oo. (02) 
Specifically, one can show in this case that 
w.lim.(J -I(t ) = (1 - 't f~ 2).(i -. 
t_+ 00 -+ (03) 
For general 3-particle, 3-channe1lJ, if any outgoing i 
channel bound state flux is missing from the i component of 
t/!.(~(ik) (0), then limt~ + co (fi(t ),t/!.(~(ik) (t)) will be less than 
Si~' 
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APPENDIX E 
There are many relations satisfied by the super-opera-
tors of Sec. 5 analogous to standard scattering theory identi-
ties. Some of these are presented here. Suppose that 
lJ04=E4, 4lJo=E'4, (E1) 
so that .%04 = (E - E ') 4. Then clearly 
.o±4 = .o±(E,E')4 =!J ±(E)4.Q ±(E'), (E2) 
so 
.0 = J J .0 ± (E,E')d fl o(E,E '). 
On the other hand if 4 satisfies 
~04 =w4 
(E3) 
(E4) 
[which does not imply separate relationships analogous to 
(El) are satisfied] then standard Lippmann-Schwinger type 
manipulations give 
(E5) 
where .0 ± (w) = limE~ + .0 ± (w ± iE) and .o(z) satisfies 
.o(z) = ! + O(z)~ = ! + Go(z)~.o(z), (E6) 
where O(z) = (z - ~)-I so 
O(z) = Oo(z) + Oo(z)~O(z) = Oo(z) + O(z)~Oo(z). (E7) 
Thus 
.0 = J J .o±(E-E')dflo(E,E'). (E8) 
The frequency dependent transition super-operator of 
(5.17) may also be defined by 
.r(z) = ~O(z), (E9) 
so O(z) = ! + Oo(z).r(z) and ~O(z) = .r(z)Oo(z). Besides 
(5.17), .r(z) also satisfies 
.r(z) = ~ + ?[O(z)~. (EIO) 
APPENDIX F 
For the 3-particle system where no (1 2) bound states 
exist, we consider the following 2 X 2 choices of lJ. Firstly, if 
H=(H3+ VI VI) (F1) 
- V2 H3 + V2 
and G3(z) = (z - H 3 ) -I then 
Itf(n)k) =G3(En )Vkltf(n), k= 1,2, 
Itfa7c)=G 3±(E)Vkltfa±)' k=I,2, a=(1)(23),(2)(13). 
(F2) 
Further choosing ~ j = ~ so t/!.ffJJ = 1£.0 (Ref. 5) and setting 
(E - H3)1t,6 3± ) = 0, t ti3 = Vk + Vk G 3± t 63' one obtains 
['h~)]k = ~k.jlt,6 3±) 
+ G l t k~3 It,6l ) + G 3± t k±/3 G 3± VIC I tft ) 
(F3) 
where Ik,k) = 11,2). 
Secondly, if 
H= (T+ VI + V3 
- V2 
(F4) 
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then 
ltP(n)k) = Go(En )(Vk + 8k,l V3 )I¢'(n), k = 1,2, 
Itf.i7c) = Go±(E)(Vk + 8k,l V3)ltf!), k = 1,2, a = (1)(2 3),(2)(13), (F5) 
and 
From (F2) and (F5) we see that for a canonical choice of ft, 
the spurious wavelike eigenvectors span 
~ = {tf!:~~ = 1 I tfi) = 0 J. Thus, with the usual technical as-
sumptions, both these Faddeev-like lJ are scalar spectral. 
Furthermore, the partial interpretational property is satis-
fied for both and the scattering equations with kernel G o± f 
have unique solutions. 
Finally, we consider the BKLT-type choice 
(F7) 
In addition to scattering solutions analogous to those de-
scribed above, others may exist which are associated with 
the decomposition 
lJ = lJ3 + f3 
where 
A complete set of lJ3 eigenvectors is given by 
{ I (1t,6») ( I¢ »)} 2 1t,6)' -I¢) , 
(FS) 
(F9) 
where {1t,6) J = {1t,6 3±)}({ I¢) J = {1¢3),1¢ 3±)}) constitute 
complete sets of H3 (H3 = T - V3) scattering and partially 
bound eigenvectors. These may be taken as the asymptotic 
part p' i ± 1 of lJ scattering eigenvectors which satisfy 
tf!± =p' i ±I+ Y3±(E)f3tf!±. (FlO) 
This generates scattering solutions 
7(2
1 tf!l~O + tf!lo), tf!± = ( 1~3»), 
-1t,63) 
• I,± -.I,± .I,± _( 1¢3±») 
:t:: - :t::l,O - V,O - - I¢ l) , 
respectively. Clearly 
tf!± = ( 1~3») 
-1t,63) 
are homogeneous solutions of (1.5). The partial interpreta-
tional property is not destroyed by the existence of such solu-
tions since they do not mix with the outgoing parts of other 
scattering solutions. This is verified by taking a Neumann 
expansion for the latter and observing that it is not possible 
to resum any subset of terms to obtain a contribution G 3± ... 
where G3(z) = (z - H3 ) - I. The structure of this Hamiltonian 
is discussed in more detail in Ref. 30. 
Remark: Suppose now that (12) bound states do exist 
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(F6) 
I 
and consider the lJ-eigenvectors tf!(r,(l 21 for the above choices 
of lJ. For (Ft) we may choose the position of the asymptotic 
part in either (of the 2) components, for (F4) only in compo-
nent t, and for (F7) only distributed equally in both compon-
ents. 
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